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Ultrasound Scattering From Cell-Pellet
Biophantoms and Ex Vivo Tumors
Provides Insight Into the Cellular
Structure Involved in Scattering
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Abstract — The histologically identifiable cellular structure(s) involved in ultrasonic scattering is(are) yet to be
uniquely identified. The study quantifies six possible cellular scattering parameters, namely, cell and nucleus radii
and their respective cell and nucleus volume fractions as
well as a combination of cell and nucleus radii and their volume fraction. The six cellular parameters are each derived
from four cell lines (4T1, JC, LMTK, and MAT) and two
tissue types (cell-pellet biophantom and ex vivo tumor).
Optical histology and quantitative ultrasound (QUS), both
independent approaches, are used to yield these cellular
parameters. QUS scatterer parameters are experimentally
determined using two ultrasonic scattering models: the
spherical Gaussian model (GM) and the structure factor
model (SFM) to yield insight about scattering from nuclei
only and cells only. GM is a classical ultrasonic scattering
model to evaluate QUS parameters and is well adapted for
diluted media. SFM is adapted for dense media to estimate
reasonably well scatterer parameters of cellular structures
from ex vivo tissue. Nucleus and cell radii and volume fractions are measured optically from histology. They were used
as inputs to calculate BSC for scattering from cells, nuclei,
and both cells and nuclei. The QUS-derived scatterers (radii
and volume fractions) distributions were then compared
to the optical histology scatterer parameters derived from
these calculated BSCs. The results suggest scattering from
cells only (LMTK and MAT) or both cells and nuclei (4T1 and
JC) for cell-pellet biophantoms and scattering from nuclei
only for tumors.
Index Terms — Backscatter coefficient (BSC), cell-pellet
biophantoms, ex vivo tissues, scattering source.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

C

ELL-PELLET (CP) biophantoms are composed of
densely packed cells and are often used to mimic
tumors in quantitative ultrasound (QUS) studies. These
CP-biophantom-based QUS studies have been used to address
tissue characterizations [1]–[7] or monitor cell death applications [8], [9] by apoptosis [10] or mitotic arrest [11].
QUS provides information about tissue microstructure and
is based on analyses of ultrasonic backscattered signals or
more specifically the backscatter coefficient (BSC). Then,
ultrasonic scatterer parameters (radius, acoustic concentration, volume fraction, and relative impedance contrast) are
estimated by fitting a theoretical BSC derived from an
ultrasonic scattering model to the experimentally derived
BSC.
To determine whether CP biophantoms provide adequate
tumor models, it is necessary to demonstrate that the histologically identifiable cellular structure(s) involved in ultrasonic
scattering is(are) closely related between biophantoms and
tumors. However, the ultrasonic scattering structure(s) at the
cellular level is(are) still not identified. The challenge may
result from inadequate ultrasonic scattering models. Classically employed scattering models [spherical Gaussian model
(GM), fluid sphere model, and so on] are adapted for dilute
media that satisfy the condition of random and independent
distribution of scatterers. However, the dilute-media condition is not satisfied for dense-media CP biophantoms [3]
or tumors that have densely packed cells [9]. The structure
factor model (SFM) is better adapted for dense media [12]
because, unlike the classical ultrasonic models that consider
only incoherent scattering by summing the contributions from
individual ultrasonic scatterers, the SFM considers also the
scatterers’ interactions using a statistical mechanics structure
factor [13], [14]. A previous study [12] suggested that the
main ultrasonic scattering structure from canine liver was
the hepatocyte nucleus and from HT29 mouse tumors was
the whole cell. Another study [15] suggested that the nucleus
was the dominant scattering source in rabbit liver based
on a 3-D impedance map study. By comparing cell-pellet
biophantoms and corresponding isolated nuclei biophantoms
with different nuclei sizes, Taggard et al. [16] concluded
that the BSC was correlated with the size of nuclei. Other
studies based mainly on the effect of apoptosis on ultrasonic
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the study. aN , φN , aC , and φC denote the radii and volume fractions from nuclei and cells.

backscattering have suggested that the nucleus was the major
scattering source [17]–[19].
There is significant scientific value to elucidate the ultrasonic scattering structure(s), particularly at the cellular scale.
Fundamentally, this is of great relevance for developing novel
imaging and diagnostic capabilities from the first principles.
For example, if CP biophantoms are equivalent models of
tumors for tissue characterization applications, then simpler
nonanimal-based experimental approaches might become readily available, thus broadening the capability and productivity
of laboratory-based studies.
The study’s objective is to gain insight into the cellular
structure(s) that is(are) involved in ultrasonic scattering. For
that, the same four cell lines are utilized in both CP biophantoms and ex vivo tumors (T). There are three main study
objectives (Fig. 1). First, determine whether nuclei only or
cells only are involved in ultrasonic scattering from the CP
biophantoms and ex vivo tumors. For that, the QUS-derived
scatterer parameters from experimental BSC outcomes using
spherical GM and SFM are compared to the nucleus and
cell radii and volume fractions (respectively, tracks 1 and 2,
Fig. 1); this approach is based on the following assumptions.
If scattering from nuclei only is considered, then the BSC
would consist of an incoherent contribution, and the GM
should provide reasonably accurate parameter estimates of
nuclei. If scattering from cells only is considered, then the BSC
would consist of both incoherent and coherent contributions,
and the SFM should provide reasonably accurate parameter
estimates of cells. The approach in this part of the study is
similar to our previous study [12]. Second, evaluate whether
both cells and nuclei are involved in ultrasonic scattering
from CP biophantoms and ex vivo tumors. For that, the
optical histology-measured parameters (mean nucleus and cell

radii and volume fractions) from CP biophantoms and ex
vivo tumors are used as inputs to evaluate BSCs with a
simple scattering model from cells, nuclei, and both cells and
nuclei. Then, optical histology-derived scatterer parameters
are estimated and compared to the QUS-derived outcomes
(track 3, Fig. 1). This model and its methodology are the
main contributions of this study. Third, determine whether
the main ultrasonic scatterers are different between the four
cell lines from CP biophantoms and ex vivo tumors. For
that, the optically derived nucleus and cell radii and their
volume fractions are compared among the different cell lines.
Also, pink and blue contrasts from nuclei and cells optically
derived from H&E staining are evaluated to provide relative
information about their acoustic impedance.
II. M ATERIAL AND M ETHODS
A. Glossary
The main terms used in the study and their definitions are
summarized in Table I.

B. CP Biophantoms and Ex Vivo Tumors (T)
The CP biophantoms are composed of a large number of
densely packed cells without any supportive background materials. Four tumor cell lines are used to create the CP biophantoms: 13762 MAT B III (MAT) mammary adenocarcinoma
(ATCC CRL-1666), 4T1 mammary carcinoma (ATCC CRL2539), JC mammary adenocarcinoma (ATCC CRL-2116), and
LMTK soft-tissue sarcoma (ATCC CCL-1.3), denoted MAT,
4T1, JC, and LMTK, respectively. The experimental procedure
to fabricate CP biophantoms has been described in [2]; 3 MAT,
16 4T1, 10 JC, and 15 LMTK independent CP replicates are
ultrasonically scanned and analyzed.
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TABLE I
M AIN T ERMS U SED IN THE S TUDY AND T HEIR D EFINITIONS

Tumors are grown in mice and rats (Harlan Laboratories,
Inc., Indianapolis, IN, USA) using the same CP cell lines:
13 Fischer 344 rats (MAT tumors), 20 BALB/c mice (13 mice
with 4T1 tumors and 7 mice with JC tumors), and 8 NudeFoxn1nu mice (LMTK tumors). The MAT, 4T1, JC, and
LMTK cells are injected into rats or mice. The animals are
anesthetized with isoflurane before subcutaneous and bilateral cell injection into the mammary fat pad. The injection
volume is 100 μL (containing 500 cells for MAT and 4T1,
2 × 105 cells for JC, and 104 cells for LMTK) or 50 μL
(containing 105 MAT cells). The tumor size was regularly
monitored in vivo both manually and using a Vevo 2100 system (VisualSonics Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada). Tumors were
allowed to grow to about 5 mm in diameter. The animals were
then euthanized via CO2 and the tumors were excised and
placed on a planar Plexiglas plate; 18 MAT, 22 4T1, 10 JC,
and 13 LMTK independent tumor replicates were excised,
ultrasonically scanned, and analyzed.
The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Illinois
and satisfied all campus and National Institutes of Health
rules for the humane use of laboratory animals. Animals
were housed in an approved Association for Assessment and
Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care (Rockville, MD,
USA) animal facility and provided food and water ad libitum.

C. QUS Acquisition From CP Biophantoms and Ex Vivo
Tumors
A single-element, weakly focused 40-MHz transducer (High
Frequency Transducer Resource Center, USC, Los Angeles,
CA, USA, −10-dB bandwidth of 25–55 MHz) was used
to scan CPs and Ts. The transducer was interfaced with a
UTEX UT340 pulser/receiver (UTEX Scientific Instruments
Inc., Mississauga, ON, Canada) that operated in the pitchcatch mode. A 50DR-001 BNC attenuator (JFW Industries
Inc., Indianapolis, IN, USA) was connected to the pulser
to attenuate the driving pulse to avoid transducer saturation.
An RDX-6 diplexer (Ritec Inc., Warwick, RI, USA) was
used to separate the transmitted and received signals because
only the transmitted signal needed to be attenuated. The
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TABLE II
M EAN ATTENUATION C OEFFICIENTS AND S TANDARD D EVIATIONS FOR
E ACH T ISSUE T YPE (CP AND T). T HE ATTENUATION C OEFFICIENTS
C ORRESPOND TO αf n W HERE f D ENOTES THE F REQUENCY

received radio frequency (RF) signals were acquired using a
10-bit Agilent U1065A-002 A/D (Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA, USA) set to sample at 1 GHz. The ultrasonic
transducer was moved using a precision motion control system
(Daedal Parker Hannifin Corporation, Irwin, PA, USA) with
a linear spatial accuracy of 1 μm. The samples were placed
on the Plexiglas plate during ultrasonic scans. The scans were
performed at room temperature in a small tank filled with
DPBS (Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline) for CP or saline
for T.
Ultrasonic attenuation and BSC measurements were both
performed for all CP and T samples. Attenuation values were
acquired using an insertion-loss broadband technique [20]
and used to yield accurate BSC values because of the large
attenuation values at the ultrasonic frequencies used herein.
The insertion loss was determined by comparing the power
spectra of the echoes reflected off the Plexiglas surface with
and without the sample inserted in the ultrasonic propagation
path. The effect of DPBS or saline attenuation was compensated for. The attenuation (dB/cm) of each sample was
generated by averaging the attenuation obtained from 36 independent locations across the sample, and the mean attenuation
coefficients are summarized in Table II. The BSC scanning
procedure has been described in [2]. For each sample, 11 independent scans were recorded. A mean BSC was estimated for
each of the 11 scans by averaging the BSCs from different
regions of interest (ROIs) within that scan (ROIs correspond
to 75%-overlapped regions with dimensions 0.56 × 0.56 mm2 ,
equivalent to 15 × 15 wavelengths at 40 MHz). Then, for each
CP and T sample, 11 mean BSCs were used to estimate the
ultrasonic scatterer parameters.

D. Optical Evaluations From Histology Images
Immediately after ultrasonic scanning, the sample was
placed into a histology processing cassette and fixed by
immersion in 10% neutral-buffered formalin (pH 7.2) for a
minimum of 12 h for histopathologic processing. The sample
was then embedded in paraffin, sectioned, mounted on a
glass slide, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
for histopathologic evaluation by light microscopy (Olympus
BX–51, Optical Analysis Corporation, Nashua, NH, USA).
Examples of histology images for each CP and T cell line
are shown in Fig. 2.
From the optical histology images, nucleus and cell radii
were estimated. For each CP and T, at least three histology
images were selected to measure several nuclei areas using
the ImageJ software. Assuming that the nuclei and cells have
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circular shapes, their corresponding radii were computed from
the area estimates. The mean nucleus and cell radii were
estimated by measuring at least 150 of the largest nuclei and
cells. From 2-D histology images, the nucleus and cell sizes
are likely underestimated because the microtome’s blade does
not generally intersect the nucleus and/or cell centers, thus
yielding circular structures with sizes smaller than the actual
nuclei or cells. To limit this underestimation of the nucleus
and cell radii, only the largest nuclei and cells were measured.
Nucleus radii were evaluated for all four cell lines. Cell radii
were evaluated for 4T1, JC, and LMTK CP. However, it was
not possible to evaluate the cell radii for MAT CP and also for
MAT, 4T1, JC, and LMTK T because the cytoplasm’s contours
were difficult to identify accurately.
The nucleus and cell volume fractions were approximated
from the 2-D optical histology images. The number of nuclei
N was calculated in the histology image area Aim . To obtain
estimates of nucleus volume fractions (respectively, cell volume fractions), φ N (φC ), the volume occupied by nuclei (cells)
was divided by the volume of the image using the estimated
diameter of a cell dC as the thickness dimension for the
nucleus and cell volume fractions
N VN
N VC
, φC =
(1)
φN =
Aim dC
Aim dC
where VN and VC denote the nucleus and cell volumes
assuming spherical shapes of nuclei and cells, respectively.
This procedure was used for the nucleus volume fraction
estimation of each cell line and the final values were an
average from three histology images. As LMTK and MAT
nucleus radii were similar in size, the LMTK cell radius was
used for the MAT cell radius. As cell radii were missing for T,
cell radii evaluated from CP were used as cell radii for T.
Ultrasonic scatterer parameters related to acoustic
impedance from nuclei and cells were estimated from
the H&E-stained histology images. H&E staining yields
cytoplasm pink and nucleus blue with the intensity of pink
or blue reflecting the protein or nucleic acid concentration,
respectively [21]. A higher protein concentration in the
medium appears pink and a higher nucleic acid concentration
appears blue. The color intensity variation of this staining
is interpreted as a difference in acoustic impedance. Pink
and blue contrast values were estimated from cytoplasms
and nuclei, respectively. The pink contrast (blue contrast
corresponds to the intensity value in the first RGB channel
(third RGB channel) from RGB histology images. This pink
contrast (blue contrast) was estimated for cytoplasms and
nuclei on five CP and five T histology images. The contrast
was then averaged and normalized over the sum of the
intensity values from the first, second, and third channels of
the RGB image.

E. QUS Models
The ultrasonic parameters from two QUS models are compared: the spherical GM and the SFM. For the GM, the BSC
is modeled using a spatial autocorrelation function describing
the size, shape, acoustic properties, and distribution of the

ultrasonic scatterers in the medium. The BSC was expressed
as the product of the BSC in the Rayleigh limit and the
backscatter form factor [22]. The form factor describes the
frequency-dependent scattering in terms of the size, shape,
and acoustic properties of the scatterers. The Gaussian form
factor models a medium with continuous spatial changes in
acoustic properties. The application of this model is valid for
dilute media. The theoretical BSC using the GM formulation
is given by [22]
BSCGM (k) =

k 4 Vs2 η Z −0.827k2 aG2
e
4π 2

(2)

where k is the wavenumber, η Z is the acoustic concentration,
and aG is the effective scatterer radius with Vs = 4πaG3 /3.
The unknown parameters are the scatterer radius aG and
the acoustic concentration η Z . Note that the fluid sphere
model [22], which is closer to the SFM, provides similar
results as the GM. However, in this study, the GM is preferred
to the fluid sphere model because the GM has been more
frequently used in other studies.
The SFM is based on the assumption that, at high
scatterer volume fractions (i.e., dense media), interference
effects are mainly caused by correlations between the spatial positions of individual scatterers (discrete scatterer with
impedance differing from that of a homogeneous background
medium). By considering an ensemble of identical spheres
of radius a, the theoretical BSC for the SFM formulation is
given by [4], [14]
BSCSFM (k) = n

2

k 4 Vs2 γ Z2
3
j
(2ka)
S(k)
1
4π 2
(2ka)3

(3)

where Vs is the sphere volume and n = φ/Vs is the
number density with φ the scatterer volume fraction, γ Z the
relative impedance contrast between scatterer and surrounding
medium, and j1 the spherical Bessel function of the first
kind of order 1. S is the structure factor, which can be
analytically obtained as described in [14, eqs. (A1)–(A4)]
based on [23]. The unknown parameters are scatterer radius
a, volume fraction φ, and relative impedance contrast γ Z .
The acoustic concentration for the SFM is calculated as:
η Z = φγ Z2 /(4πa 3 /3).
The estimated values of the QUS-derived parameters were
determined by fitting the theoretical BSCs to the measured
BSCmeas , i.e., by minimizing the cost function
2
 


j BSCmeas (k j ) − BSCtheo (k j )

F=
(4)
2
j BSCmeas (k j )
where BSCtheo is given by (2) for GM and by (3) for SFM.
The cost functions are minimized over 25–55 MHz. The
fitting procedure is performed using the minimization routine
fminsearch without constraint in MATLAB (The MathWorks,
Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The minimum cost function is
evaluated using 20 initial random conditions (a ∈ [1 −
10] μm, φ ∈ [0 − 0.7], γ Z ∈ [0.005 − 0.055], and η Z ∈
[1 − 10] dB.mm−3 ).
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Fig. 2. Examples of H and E-stained histology images of 4T1, JC, LMTK, and MAT CP and T. Scale is the same for all images.

F. Optical Histology-Derived QUS Evaluations of CP
Biophantoms and Ex Vivo T
As observed on the optical H&E-stained histology images
(Fig. 2), the nuclei colors in the RGB images are quite
variable, thus suggesting that the nuclei acoustic impedance
may be quite variable from one nucleus to another. Therefore,
it is possible that for some cells, the main ultrasonic scattering
sites are the nuclei and for others, the cells themselves.
In this study, three potential sources of ultrasonic scatterers
are considered: nuclei only, cells only, and both nuclei and
cells. Using the SFM (3), the calculated BSCs from nuclei
only, cells only, and both nuclei and cells are generated from
the optical histology-derived scatterer parameters. Then, the
optical histology-derived scatterer parameters are compared
against the QUS-derived scatterer parameters from experimental BSCs. In particular, we are interested in observing the
scatterer outcome distributions (using the monodisperse SFM)
in the presence of scattering from both cells and nuclei. The
calculated BSCs from nuclei only BSC N , cells only BSCC ,
and both nuclei and cells BSC N C are defined as
BSC N (k) = BSCSFM (k, a N , φ N )
BSCC (k) = BSCSFM (k, aC , φC )
BSC N C (k) = wBSC N (k) + (1 − w)BSCC (k)

(5)
(6)
(7)

where the optical histology-derived parameters a N , φ N , aC ,
and φC are the radii and volume fractions from nuclei
and cells, respectively, and w is the nucleus/cell scattering
ratio: w = 0 corresponds to scattering from cells only and
w = 1 corresponds to scattering from nuclei only. A relative
impedance contrast, γ Z , of 0.03 for 4T1, JC, LMTK, and MAT
CP was used. For tumors, γ Z of 0.02 was used for 4T1 and
JC T, 0.015 for LMTK T, and 0.035 for MAT T. These γ Z
values were chosen by comparing the calculated BSCs from
nuclei and cells with the QUS-derived experimental BSCs for
different γ Z values (Fig. 3). An example of calculated BSCs
for scattering from cells only, nuclei only, and both cells and
nuclei (for indicated values of w) is shown in Fig. 4(A) using

optical histology-derived nucleus and cell a and φ values of
4T1 CP.
Three strategies were used to calculate the optical histologyderived BSCs. These calculated BSCs were used to estimate
the optically derived scatterer parameters, by inversion using
SFM, for scattering from nuclei only, cells only, and both cells
and nuclei. The comparison of the QUS-derived and optical
histology-derived scatterer parameters will assist to determine
whether the scattering is from nuclei only, cells only, or from
both cells and nuclei for the cell type studied.
For strategy 1, 81 BSC N (respectively, BSCC ) were generated using 81 uniform random a N and φ N (aC and φC )
values with a N (aC ) ranging between [mean(a N )±std(a N )]
([mean(aC )±std(aC )]) and with φ N (φC ) ranging between
[mean(φ N )±0.25 mean(φ N )] ([mean(φC )±0.10 mean(φC )]).
An example of such an (a and φ) distribution for 4T1 CP
is shown in Fig. 4(B) for w ratios of 0 (cells only), 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1 (nuclei only); note
that nucleus values congregate around (a N and φ N ) and cell
values around (aC and φC ). Eighty-one calculated BSC N C
were generated for each w ratio using the corresponding
BSC N and BSCC . An example of BSCs obtained for 4T1 CP
with strategy 1 is shown in Fig. 4(C). The same inversion
process with the minimization of the cost function (4), as used
experimentally, was realized to estimate the optical histologyderived parameters.
For strategy 2, the mean nucleus and cell radii and volume fractions from each CP and T cell line were used to
calculate BSC N , BSCC , and BSC N C . Uniform random noise
was implemented to mimic BSC noise. The added noise had a
mean of zero and a random variance increasing with frequency.
The maximum variance increased from 1% to 5% of the
maximum BSC from both cells and nuclei (with a w ratio
of 0.5 of each structure). There were 81 realizations of noise
for each cell line. A strategy 2 example of BSCs obtained
for 4T1 CP is shown in Fig. 4(D). The same process, as used
experimentally, was realized to estimate the optical histologyderived parameters.
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Fig. 3. QUS-derived mean BSCs (11 BSCs for each sample) for (A) and (E) 4T1, (B) and (F) JC, (C) and (G) LMTK, and (D) and (H) MAT
(A)–(D) CP and (E)–(H) T (cyan lines). Superimposed on these plots are calculated BSCs from nuclei only (black continuous and dashed lines) and
cells only (red continuous and dashed lines) using mean optical histology-derived a and φ estimates for each cell line and for three values of relative
impedance contrast γZ (0.1, 0.03, and 0.01). CP denotes cell-pellet biophantom and T denotes tumor. Note that BSCs are plotted in log scale for
sake of readability.

Fig. 4. (A) Calculated BSCs for various nucleus/cell scattering ratios w for 4T1 CP. (B) Using strategy 1, distribution of random nucleus and cell
radii and volume fractions to theoretical BSCs for 4T1 CP. Superimposed examples of calculated BSCs and experimental BSCs for a 4T1 CP using
(C) strategy 1, (D) strategy 2, and (E) strategy 3. (F) Numbered a versus φ grids for which green (aN and φN ) and red (aC and φC ) dashed lines
correspond to the respective optical histology-derived mean values. CP denotes cell-pellet biophantom and T denotes tumor.

Strategy 3 combined the generation of 81 BSC N (BSCC )
with 81 uniform random a N and φ N (aC and φC ) and random
noise to mimic experimental BSCs. A strategy 3 example of
BSCs obtained for 4T1 CP is shown in Fig. 4(E). The same

process, as used experimentally, was realized to estimate the
optical histology-derived parameters.
The objective behind the evaluation of calculated BSCs
and the optical histology-derived parameters is to understand
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TABLE III
O PTICAL H ISTOLOGY-D ERIVED N UCLEUS AND C ELL R ADII (aN AND aC , R ESPECTIVELY ) AND VOLUME F RACTIONS (φN AND φC , R ESPECTIVELY ),
AS W ELL AS N UCLEUS /C ELL R ADIUS R ATIO aN /aC . aN AND φN W ERE E VALUATED F ROM 4T1, JC, LMTK, AND MAT CP AND T. aC AND φC
W ERE E VALUATED F ROM 4T1, JC, AND LMTK CP. F OR THE R ADII VALUES , THE M EAN AND S TANDARD D EVIATION A RE P RESENTED. T HE
S YMBOL * I S U SED W HEN THE aC VALUE WAS N OT P OSSIBLE TO E XTRACT AND T HAT THE aC VALUE F ROM A NOTHER C ELL T YPE OR
F ROM CP WAS U SED I NSTEAD. aC F ROM 4T1 CP WAS U SED FOR 4T1 T, aC F ROM JC CP WAS U SED FOR JC T, AND aC F ROM
LMTK CP WAS U SED FOR LMTK T, MAT CP, AND MAT T. CP D ENOTES C ELL -P ELLET B IOPHANTOM AND T D ENOTES T UMOR

the QUS-derived radius versus volume fraction distributions.
In particular, the effect of scattering from both cells and nuclei
evaluated with the monodisperse SFM is observed in these
parameter distributions. The effect of noise on calculated BSCs
is also considered in strategies 2 and 3.
III. R ESULTS

A. Optical Histology-Derived Tissue Parameters of
CP and T
The nucleus and cell radii and their volume fractions for
each cell line were optically evaluated from histology images.
These data are summarized in Table III. LMTK and MAT cell
lines have a smaller nucleus and cell radii than 4T1 and JC
CP along with higher cell volume fractions. These nucleus and
cell radii differences are smaller for T, along with no nucleus
volume fraction differences. Also, no a N /aC ratio differences
among these cell lines are noted.
The pink and blue contrast values of nuclei and cells for
CP and T cell lines are shown in Fig. 5. LMTK CP and
JC T have pink contrast values of their nuclei and cells
that are slightly higher than those of the other CP and T
cell lines [Fig. 5(A) and (C)] along with lower blue contrast
values [Fig. 5(B) and (D)]. LMTK T has higher nucleus and
cell blue contrast values compared to the other cell lines
[Fig. 5(B) and (D)].
B. QUS-Derived Tissue Parameters From BSC
Evaluations of CP and T
1) Cell-Pellet Biophantoms: The mean radii, volume fractions, and acoustic concentrations estimated from CP’s QUSderived BSCs using two QUS models (GM and SFM) are
summarized in Table IV. Using SFM, LMTK and MAT radii
and volume fractions have lower relative errors compared
to cell optical histology-derived values (≤14% and ≤17%,
respectively) than to nucleus optical histology-derived values.
4T1 and JC radii have low relative errors with nucleus radius
(≤10% and ≤7%, respectively) and cell volume fraction (≤2%
and ≤37%, respectively). Using GM, the four cell lines have
small radii (close to 1 μm) and large acoustic concentrations
compared to SFM. The standard deviations provided by SFM
are quite large and observed on the (a and φ) scatterer

Fig. 5. Optical histology-derived pink and blue contrast estimates for
the nucleus [(A) and (B), respectively] and cell cytoplasm [(C) and (D),
respectively] for 4T1, JC, LMTK, and MAT CP and T. CP denotes cellpellet biophantom and T denotes tumor.

parameter distributions [Figs. 6(A), 7(A), 8(A), and 9(A)] with
large outcome spreads.
2) Ex Vivo Tumors: The mean radii and volume fractions
estimated from tumor’s QUS-derived BSCs are summarized
in Table V. All cell lines using the SFM have a small relative
error for nucleus radii (<5%). However, even though the
volume fractions are closer to nucleus volume fractions for
4T1, JC, MAT, and LMTK compared to cell volume fractions,
the relative errors are quite high (>90% for 4T1, >33% for
JC, >52% for LMTK, and >36% for MAT). QUS-derived
parameters evaluated with GM have quite good agreement
with nuclei for the four cell lines (relative error from
1.48 to 20.87%). For JC, LMTK, and MAT, SFM provides
lower relative errors with nucleus radii than GM.

C. Comparison Between QUS-Derived a and φ From
BSC Measurements and Optical Histology-Derived
a and φ for CP and T Cell Lines
To describe (a and φ) distributions from experimental (QUS-derived from BSC measurements) and optical
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TABLE IV
QUS-D ERIVED S CATTERER R ADII a , VOLUME F RACTIONS φ, AND ACOUSTIC C ONCENTRATIONS ηZ E STIMATED F ROM E XPERIMENTAL BSC S OF
4T1, JC, LMTK, AND MAT CP U SING SFM AND GM, THE T WO QUS M ODELS . T HE R ELATIVE E RRORS C OMPARE THE M EAN VALUES OF THE
QUS-D ERIVED PARAMETERS (a AND φ) W ITH T HEIR R ESPECTIVE O PTICAL H ISTOLOGY-D ERIVED N UCLEUS (aN AND φN ) AND
C ELL (aC AND φC ) PARAMETERS . CP D ENOTES C ELL -P ELLET B IOPHANTOM

TABLE V
QUS-D ERIVED S CATTERER R ADII a , VOLUME F RACTIONS φ, AND ACOUSTIC C ONCENTRATIONS ηZ E STIMATED F ROM E XPERIMENTAL BSC S OF
4T1, JC, LMTK, AND MAT T U SING SFM AND GM, THE T WO QUS M ODELS . T HE R ELATIVE E RRORS C OMPARE THE M EAN VALUES OF THE
QUS-D ERIVED PARAMETERS (a AND φ) W ITH T HEIR R ESPECTIVE O PTICAL H ISTOLOGY-D ERIVED N UCLEUS (aN
AND φN ) AND C ELL ( aC AND φC ) PARAMETERS . T D ENOTES T UMOR

histology-derived parameters, the numbered grids presented
in Fig. 4(F) are used. For example, grid section 5 refers to
outcomes with φ between φ N and φC (φ N < φC ) and with a
between a N and aC (a N < aC ).
QUS-derived a and φ from experimental BSC measurements are directly compared with optical histology-derived a
and φ on the a–φ nine-section grid [see Fig. 4(B) and (F)].
The a and φ axes are segmented by the mean a and φ cell
and nucleus values derived from optical histology measurements and calculations. The notations on the a–φ grid are
the a–φ coordinates that were derived experimentally from
the QUS-derived BSC measurements and subsequent analysis
strategies. For each CP and T cell line, the percentage of scatterers present in each of the nine sections was evaluated from
QUS-derived and optical histology-derived a and φ values
for cells only, nuclei only, and both cells and nuclei. These
two nine-set percentages were pair-wise evaluated using the
MATLAB function corrcoef to yield the Pearson correlation
coefficient R and then the best correlation coefficient for each
CP and T cell line.
1) QUS-Derived Scatterer Parameter Distributions: The (a
and φ) distributions from 4T1, JC, LMTK, and MAT CP
using SFM are presented in Figs. 6(A), 7(A), 8(A), and 9(A),
respectively. The scatterer radii versus volume fractions experimental inversions from 4T1 CP [Fig. 6(A)] are mainly in
sections 5 (30%), 3 (18%), and 1 + 4 + 7 (46%); from JC CP
[Fig. 7(A)] are mainly in sections 5 (63%) and 1 + 4 (13%);

from LMTK CP [Fig. 8(A)] are mainly in sections 5 + 8
(53%) and 4 + 7 (34%); and from MAT CP [Fig. 9(A)] are
mainly in sections 5 (79%) and 7 (12%).
The scatterer radii versus volume fractions experimental
inversions from 4T1 T [Fig. 6(F)] are mainly in sections 3 + 6
(98%); from JC T [Fig. 7(F)] are mainly in sections 3 + 6
(76%) and 5 (18%); from LMTK T [Fig. 8(F)] are mainly in
sections 3 + 6 (84%) with a few in 1 + 4 + 7 (7%); and
from MAT T [Fig. 9(F)] are mainly in sections 3 + 6 (86%)
with a few in 1 + 4 + 7 (11%).
2) Strategy 1: Random a and φ Values: The optically derived
scatterer parameters presented in this section were obtained
using strategy 1: calculated BSCs from random values of a
and φ. The calculated BSC distributions from cell structures
provide a and φ values close to those cell parameters evaluated
optically from histology [Figs. 6(B) and (G), 7(B) and (G),
8(B) and (G), and 9(B) and (G)]. The calculated BSC
distributions from nucleus structures provide a and φ values
close to those nucleus parameters evaluated optically from
histology [Figs. 6(E) and (J), 7(E) and (J), 8(E) and (J), and
9(E) and (J)]. The calculated (a and φ) distributions from
both nucleus and cell structures lead to outcomes, especially
in sections 3, 5, and 1 + 4 + 7 [Figs. 6(C), (D), (H), and (I),
7(C), (D), (H), and (I), 8(C), (D), (H), and (I), and 9(C), (D),
(H), and (I)].
The percentage of scatterers present in each grid section
for scattering from cells only, nuclei only, and both cells and
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Fig. 6. 4T1 cell-pellet (top row) and 4T1 tumor (bottom row) scatterer radius versus volume fraction from QUS-derived BSCs [first column, (A) and (F)],
calculated cell-only BSCs [BSCC , second column, (B) and (G)], calculated cells and nuclei BSCs for w = 0.5 and 0.8 [BSCNC , third and fourth column,
(C), (D), (H), and (I)], and calculated nuclei-only BSCs [BSCN , fifth column, (E) and (J)] obtained with strategy 1. The green (aN and φN ) and red
(aC and φC ) dashed lines correspond to the mean optical histology-measured nucleus and cell radii and volume fractions, respectively.

Fig. 7. JC cell-pellet (top row) and JC tumor (bottom row) scatterer radius versus volume fraction from QUS-derived BSCs [first column, (A) and (F)],
calculated cell-only BSCs [BSCC , second column, (B) and (G)], calculated cells and nuclei BSCs for w = 0.5 and 0.8 [BSCNC , third and fourth
column, (C), (D), (H) and (I)], and calculated nuclei-only BSCs [BSCN , fifth column, (E) and (J)] obtained with strategy 1. The green (aN and φN )
and red (aC and φC ) dashed lines correspond to the mean optical histology-measured nucleus and cell radii and volume fractions, respectively.
CP denotes cell-pellet biophantom and T denotes tumor.

nuclei was estimated, and their correlations with the experimental (a and φ) distributions are summarized in Table VI. For
4T1 and JC CP, these results highlight that the best correlations
are for scattering from both cells and nuclei for which w = 0.9
(R = 0.78) for 4T1 and w = 0.8 (R = 0.85) for JC.
LMTK and MAT CP present the best correlations for scattering
from cells only (R = 0.64 for LMTK and R = 0.59 for
MAT). 4T1, JC, and MAT T present the best correlations for
scattering from nuclei only (R = 0.46 for 4T1, R = 0.81
for JC, and R = 0.63 for MAT). LMTK T presents the best
correlations for scattering from both cells and nuclei with
w = 0.9 (R = 0.46).
The optically derived scatterer parameter distributions using
strategies 2 and 3 are in the Appendix (see supplementary
materials).

IV. D ISCUSSION
The study’s approach is to gain insight into the histologically identifiable cellular structure(s) involved in ultrasonic
scattering by considering two scattering models (spherical GM
and SFM) that yield quantitative measures of the nucleus
and cell radii and their respective volume fractions (only for
SFM). The general premise is that when ultrasonic scattering
is assumed to be from nuclei only, the BSC is derived
only from an incoherent contribution for which GM yields
reasonable nucleus size estimates. When ultrasonic scattering
is assumed to be from cells only, the BSC is derived from
both incoherent and coherent contributions for which SFM
yields reasonable cell size estimates. Also, when ultrasonic
scattering is assumed to be from both cells and nuclei,
a different approach is applied. Here, nucleus and cell radii
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Fig. 8. LMTK cell-pellet (top row) and LMTK tumor (bottom row) scatterer radius versus volume fraction from QUS-derived BSCs [first column,
(A) and (F)], calculated cell-only BSCs [BSCC , second column, (B) and (G)], calculated cells and nuclei BSCs for w = 0.5 and 0.8 [BSCNC , third
and fourth column, (C), (D), (H) and (I)], and calculated nuclei-only BSCs [BSCN , fifth column, (E) and (J)] obtained with strategy 1. The green
(aN and φN ) and red (aC and φC ) dashed lines correspond to the mean optical histology-measured nucleus and cell radii and volume fractions,
respectively. CP denotes cell-pellet biophantom and T denotes tumor.

Fig. 9. MAT cell-pellet (top row) and MAT tumor (bottom row) scatterer radius versus volume fraction from QUS-derived BSCs [first column,
(A) and (F)], calculated cell-only BSCs [BSCC , second column, (B) and (G)], calculated cells and nuclei BSCs for w = 0.2 and 0.5 [BSCNC , third
and fourth column, (C), (D), (H) and (I)], and calculated nuclei-only BSCs [BSCN , fifth column, (E) and (J)] obtained with strategy 1. The green
(aN and φN ) and red (aC and φC ) dashed lines correspond to the mean optical histology-measured nucleus and cell radii and volume fractions,
respectively. CP denotes cell-pellet biophantom and T denotes tumor.

(a N and aC ) and their respective volume fractions (φ N and
φC ) are derived optically from histology and used to calculate
BSC for scattering from cells only, nuclei only, and from
both cells and nuclei. Optically derived scatterer parameters
were evaluated from these calculated BSC and compared to
the experimental QUS-derived a N , aC , φ N , and φC outcome
parameters. This study evaluated four cell lines (4T1, JC,
LMTK, and MAT) of both cell-pellet (CP) biophantoms and
ex vivo tumors (T).
The first observation is that the QUS-derived (a and φ)
distributions obtained for all cell lines and especially for CP
are quite spread [Figs. 6(A), 7(A), 8(A), and 9(A)]. Also,
some of the tumor outcomes yield volume fractions close
to zero, which does not correspond to a physical scattering

site [Figs. 6(F), 7(F), 8(F), and 9(F)]. There are several
considerations to explain volume fractions located near zero
or a large distribution of the outcomes: 1) these outcome data
may correspond to local minima, even if the minimal cost
function were evaluated on 20 initial conditions, and 2) there
is neither a unique scattering structure (i.e., cell and nucleus)
nor a monodisperse one that is not considered with the SFM.

A. Cellular Structure(s) Involved in Ultrasonic Scattering
Best correlations (Table VI) have assisted to identify which
optical histology-derived (a and φ) distributions are closest to
the QUS-derived (a and φ) distributions for cells only, nuclei
only, and both cells and nuclei.
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TABLE VI
B EST C ORRELATION C OEFFICIENTS (P EARSON R ) B ETWEEN THE P ERCENTAGE OF N UMERICAL S CATTERERS P RESENT IN E ACH G RID S ECTION
[F IG . 4(F)] FOR S CATTERING F ROM C ELLS O NLY, N UCLEI O NLY, AND B OTH C ELLS AND N UCLEI W ITH THE E XPERIMENTAL (a AND φ)
D ISTRIBUTION FOR E ACH CP AND T C ELL L INES (CP/T). CP D ENOTES C ELL -P ELLET B IOPHANTOM , T D ENOTES T UMOR ,
N D ENOTES N UCLEI O NLY, C D ENOTES C ELLS O NLY, AND NC D ENOTES B OTH N UCLEI AND C ELLS

Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the optical
histology- and QUS-derived (a and φ) distributions from ex
vivo tumors of the four cell lines and the three analysis strategies (Table VI and Figs. 6–9) suggest that tumor scattering is
mainly from nuclei, except for LMTK T for strategy 1 which
provided a best correlation for scattering from both nuclei and
cells.
The ex vivo tumors are thus considered dilute media because
the scatterer parameter radius and acoustic concentration outcomes for both GM and SFM are similar [6], suggesting
the dominance of incoherent backscattering. This observation is corroborated with the GM-evaluated scatterer radii
being similar to the optical histology-derived nucleus radii
(relative error between 1.48% and 20.87%, Table V). The
SFM-evaluated scatterer radii are also close to the optical
histology-derived nucleus radii (relative error between 0.60%
and 4.92%, Table V). However, the nucleus volume fractions
are quite different (relative error between 33.50% and 90.89%,
Table V). It should be noted that for dilute media, the structure
function (S) is close to unity, which leads to challenges
extracting correctly the scatterer volume fraction and relative
impedance contrast from the acoustic concentration.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients between optical histologyand QUS-derived (a and φ) distributions from LMTK and
MAT CP with strategies 1 and 2 (Table VI and Figs. 8 and 9)
suggest scattering from cells only. However, for strategy 3,
the best correlation for LMTK CP is for scattering from
both nuclei and cells and the best correlation for MAT CP
is for scattering from nuclei only. Similarly, the best correlations between optical histology- and QUS-derived (a and φ)
distributions from 4T1 and JC CP with strategies 1 and 2
(Table VI and Figs. 6 and 7) suggest scattering from both
cells and nuclei. Strategy 3 provides the best correlation for
4T1 CP for scattering from both nuclei and cells, but the
best correlation for JC CP is for scattering from nuclei only.
Based on these observations, strategy 3 (includes variations
from a and φ values as well as from adding noise) may not
be appropriate for comparison of experimental results.
The CP biophantoms are considered dense media because
the GM-evaluated scatterer radii are underestimated and the
acoustic concentrations are overestimated [6], suggesting that
both incoherent and coherent backscatter components are
present. Moreover, the GM-evaluated scatterer radius is close

to 1 μm (Table IV), thus not corresponding neither to nucleus
nor to cell radii. The optical histology-derived nucleus volume
fractions are similar between CP and T, suggesting for the
CP case that either cell structure or both nucleus and cell
structures are involved in ultrasonic scattering. The mean MAT
and LMTK CP scatterer optical histology-derived parameters
are similar to whole cell parameters (relative error ≤17%,
Table IV). The mean 4T1 and JC CP scatterer radius parameters are similar to the optical histology-derived nucleus radii
(relative error < 10%), but the volume fraction estimates are
quite different from optical histology-derived nucleus volume
fractions (relative error >152%) and closer to the cell volume
fractions (relative error <37%, Table IV).
As a concluding comment, the (a and φ) distribution results
with strategies 1 and 2 are (almost) in agreement with the mean
scatterer parameters (Tables IV–VI). These results suggest
that nuclei only is the main structure involved in ultrasonic
scattering from 4T1, JC, LMTK, and MAT T that cells only
are the main structure involved in ultrasonic scattering from
LMTK and MAT CP and that both cells and nuclei are
involved in ultrasonic scattering from 4T1 and JC CP.

B. Differences Between CP and T That May Explain
a Difference in the Structure Involved in
Ultrasonic Scattering
The scattering structures are different between CP and T,
CP providing insight into dense media and T providing insight
into dilute media. Moreover, if the nucleus appears to be a
major scattering source from 4T1 and JC CP and T, then
for LMTK and MAT, a difference in the scatterer source is
observed with cells for CP and nuclei for T.
The nucleus radii from T show a slight increase for LMTK
and MAT compared to CP along with a slight decrease
of 4T1 and JC CP, reducing the radii differences among
4T1/JC and LMTK/MAT (Table III). There are no contrast
differences between 4T1/JC and LMTK/MAT, which may
explain a change of scattering structure for LMTK and
MAT (Fig. 5). However, the main difference between CP
and T may be the cell relative impedance contrast, γ Z .
Indeed, from histology images of CP, spaces are observed
between cells [Fig. 2(A)–(D)]. These spaces are certainly
filled with DPBS/saline during ultrasonic acquisitions. For T
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[Fig. 2(E)–(H)], there are no spaces between cells, so the
surrounding medium of cells is certainly occupied by other
cytoplasm and eventually extracellular matrix, possibly leading
to a lower relative impedance contrast between cells, and
certainly much lower than the relative impedance contrast
between cytoplasm and DPBS/saline from CP. This may
explain why the scattering structure from MAT and LMTK
T is not the cell (or both cell and nucleus) and why there may
be no contribution of the cell for 4T1 and JC T.
This difference in the structure involved in ultrasonic scattering from CP and T of the same cell line suggests that the
CP (at least for the four cell lines evaluated herein) may not
be good tumor models. The use of spheroids of cells with
extracellular matrix presence and cell interactions may provide
a better tumor model.

C. Limits of the Study
Two ultrasonic scattering models (GM and SFM) were
used to elucidate the scattering mechanism(s). Both models
assumed monodisperse scatterers. Polydisperse models, and
perhaps a wider range of models, should be included in
future studies to further assist with mechanistic understanding
of ultrasonic scattering. Optical histology-derived parameter
outcomes were compared to QUS-derived parameter outcomes
from experimental BSCs. To generate these calculated BSC,
a combination of BSC from nuclei and cells was used (7). The
nucleus and cell radii and volume fractions were optically estimated. However, the relative impedance contrast was chosen
to be identical for cells and nuclei, which poses a serious
limitation particularly as it can also affect the nucleus/cell
scattering ratio w term. A future improvement could be the
addition of a direct impedance contrast assessment using
acoustic microscopy, for example, [24], [25].
Correlation analyses between QUS-derived (a and φ)
parameter outcomes and optical histology-derived (a and φ)
parameter outcomes were performed utilizing the a versus
φ nine-section grid [Fig. 4(F)]. On this grid, the a and φ
axes were segmented by the mean a and φ cell and nucleus
values. However, with this definition, an outcome close to
cell radii and volume fractions may be in section 4, 5, 7,
or 8 and an outcome close to nucleus radii and volume
fractions may be in section 2, 3, 5, or 8. The correlation of
the percentage of outcomes in each grid section could then
introduce a bias if there were a shift of the outcome positions.
Other analysis approaches might provide more robust a–φ
distributions.
To obtain insight about the cellular structure(s) involved
in ultrasonic scattering, this study was conducted using simple models containing mostly cells: cell-pellet biophantoms
containing cells only and the ex vivo tumors containing cells
and also extracellular matrix. For in vivo tumors, the presence
of blood vessels, connective tissue, and lymphatic structures
would affect the scattering, likely resulting in more complex
scattering. Such additional intercellular materials would likely
lead to QUS-derived parameter outcomes more difficult to
interpret and compare with optical histology-measured data,
even with a monodisperse model.

V. C ONCLUSION
The study’s objective was to gain insight into specific
cellular structure(s) involved in ultrasonic scattering. Indeed,
there is a significant scientific value to elucidate the ultrasonic
scattering structure(s), particularly at the cellular scale to
determine, for example, whether CP biophantoms are equivalent models of ex vivo tumors for tissue characterization
applications. Ultrasonic scatterer parameters from four cell
lines of cell-pellet biophantoms and ex vivo tumors were
evaluated using two scattering models (SFM and GM) and
compared to the optical histology-measured parameters (cells
and nuclei radii and volume fractions) to evaluate whether
the structure(s) involved in ultrasonic scattering is(are) cells
only or nuclei only. To determine whether both cells and
nuclei were involved in ultrasonic scattering, BSCs were
calculated using a simple model with the optical histologymeasured parameters as inputs. The optical histology scatterer
parameter distributions derived from these calculated BSCs
were compared to the QUS-derived scatterer parameters. The
results highlight that nuclei appear to be the main structure
involved in ultrasonic scattering for 4T1, JC, LMTK, and
MAT tumors; cells appear to be the structure involved in
ultrasonic scattering for LMTK and MAT cell pellets; and cells
and nuclei appear to be the structures involved in ultrasonic
scattering for 4T1 and JC cell pellets. In future studies, the
cellular structure(s) involved in ultrasonic scattering may be
evaluated for more cell lines to further elucidate scattering
structure(s) from one cell line to another. The evaluation of
the cellular structure(s) involved in ultrasonic scattering should
also involve in vivo tumors.
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